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What is Looking Ahead?

Nonprofit community benefit organization (January 2014)

Mission To serve as a vital advance care planning (ACP) resource for 
the community: We raise awareness for ACP through education 
programs and deliver guidance for completing and filing Advance 
Directives (ADs) regardless of age, health or income status.
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Pilot Programs & Community Partnerships

Educational Programs and Pilots
My Wishes Workshop® January 2016 – June 2016
PCP Conversation Program July 2016 – December 2016

Partnerships
Doylestown Health
Health Quality Partners
Tandigm Health

PCP Conversations Program
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PCP Conversations Program

• Overall goal: Increase the number of community residents who 
have a completed AD on file with their PCP and hospital by 
working directly with primary care practices

• Collaborated with Doylestown Hospital Population Health 
Management team to determine feasibility of providing ACP in 
their primary care practices

PCP Conversations Program: initiation

We first counted number of scanned advance directives on 
file:
< 2% of PCP patients at pilot practices 
< 36% of Doylestown Hospital discharges
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PCP Conversations Program: initiation

Next, Doylestown Health’s proprietary Population Risk Assessment 
Dashboard identified patients to target for this program. 
Among criteria:

• Risk score of 30 or higher

• Medicare patients

• Patients with certain chronic diseases, such as heart failure or COPD

Selecting PCP practices for pilot

• We knew the practice well

• Practice willing to contract with us: scope of service, signed business 
associate agreements (for HIPAA compliance)

• Practice contract specified it would bill Medicare and pay Looking 
Ahead per conversation
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PCP Conversations Program process

With each pilot practice, we developed a process for their patients 
and personnel.

1. Educate practice staff and engage support for program

2. Identify patients and how to approach them

3. Develop scheduling process

4. Determine best methods to manage paperwork & chart 
conversations

PCP Conversations Program process 

Looking Ahead provides practice staff ‘in-service’

• Introduce ACP, define roles & responsibilities, explain process

• Identify “practice champion” to answer questions, liaise with 
Looking Ahead

• Assign Looking Ahead facilitator to a weekly day/time to ensure 
continuity, build strong relationships

• Provide practice with collaterals (posters, appt cards)
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PCP Conversations Program process 

Identify patients and how to approach them

• Physician gets printout of patients with risk score >30

• PCP staff creates list of targeted patients

• Looking Ahead & front desk staff get list  

• At patient check-in, ACP Guide on clipboard acts as visual 
reminder to physician 

PCP Conversations Program process

Scheduling patients for ACP conversations

• Practice staff makes appointment at checkout whenever 
possible

• Looking Ahead or practice champion calls target patients to 
follow up, set appointments 
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PCP Conversations Program process

Processing paperwork 

• ACP facilitator completes “documentation note,” leaves copy at 
practice and submits copy to Looking Ahead for billing

• Looking Ahead codes on encounter form; invoices PCP practice

• Completed & witnessed AD: original & copies for HPOAs given to 
patient; Looking Ahead delivers copies to Doylestown Hospital and 
physician

PCP Conversations Program

July – December 2016 pilot results

• Of 84 patients referred, 48 participated in ACP conversations

• 40 completed ADs (original & copies given to patient; all have 
been filed with Doylestown Hospital & physician)

• 84% completion rate     

• High patient satisfaction reported
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PCP Conversations Program 

FULL YEAR RESULTS: 
92 conversations, 80 filed ADs

87% completion

What did we learn?

1. Physicians need prompts to bring up ACP during their patient 
consultations

2. Expect each PCP practice to require its own process

3. Telephone outreach alone is ineffective

4. Follow-up is essential
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What did we learn?

5. Billing Medicare works 

6. Medicare Advantage plans that are HMO do not pay separately for 
ACP conversations…as yet

7. Need to talk to patient about Medicare billing and cost-sharing due 
to copays

8. Partnering is vital to develop sustainability

What did we learn?

We can be paid for our ACP conversations under 2016 Medicare 
CODE 99497 ($95.00) and CODE 99498 ($85.00)

Medicare billed :30 :60
Medicare paid $70.95 $132.63
Secondary  paid $18.10 $33.83

Other insurance: Medicaid, Humana, United, 
Independence/Doylestown Health Admin
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Looking Ahead + Doylestown Health

Community Partnership launched April 2017

• Financial & marketing support: ACP office space, co-branding 
collaterals, schedule on-site My Wishes Workshops®, 
hospital-wide in-services, website presence, co-developed 
AD form

• Developed process to give ACP Guide in response to in-
patients’ requests for information

Looking Ahead & Doylestown Health

• Developed & tested smart form to capture documentation 
compliant with Medicare billing

• Developed ACP template in new EMR so documentation is 
readily accessible to physicians

• Developed ACP Outreach Analytic Dashboard, which helps us 
track and analyze data
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Looking Ahead + Health Quality Partners 
Health Quality Partners (HQP): Advanced Preventative Care (chronic 
care) program

• Referrals from nurse care managers

• Combination of home visits and My Wishes Workshops®

• 62 referrals, 56 conversations with 72% completion rate

• HQP kept us busy when July 2017 community-wide implementation 
of new EMR put PCP referrals for 
conversations on hold

Looking Ahead + Tandigm Health
Partnership launched 6-month pilot that ends December 31,
and 2019 planning is underway

• “Population Health Services Organization” supports physicians’ 
practices

• Introduced to Looking Ahead by Doylestown Health—has strong 
connections to practices and patients in area

• Committed to patients’ well-being at end of life
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Looking Ahead and Tandigm process

Uses same process with three distinct advantages:

• One-to-one ACP conversations can occur in Looking Ahead 
office, patient’s home or SNF

• NO cost to patient

• Tandigm pays Looking Ahead directly for conversations 
completed

Where are we now?

Since July 2016…

231 one-to-one conversations
177 completed and filed advance directives

77% completion
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As we expand…
• New ACP poster designed and placed in every exam room 

where patients can see it

• Looking Ahead appointment card and ACP Guide placed with 
patient materials in exam room as well as at front desk

• Clinical staff are becoming more comfortable approaching 
patients directly; some practices also send a letter to patients 
introducing Looking Ahead and ACP conversations

• Goal is 20 practices by end of 1Q2019

What we know now 
• Partnerships with respected community organizations help 

develop our sustainability, build trust and credibility 

• Strong relationships with PCP practice staff make our efforts 
much easier

• Physican involvement is vital

• Patient-centered communications are crucial to success

• Contacting patients in different ways yields better overall 
response rates 
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What we know now: our clients are cool!

What we know now 

Our PCP Conversations Program keeps 
the patient and the physician at the 
center of the process while we take 

care of the follow-through.
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